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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be a function from [0, l] into [O, I] and let g be any rneani~g~~~ 
physical measurement. For practical reasons, one would ask when does 
exist, how does it depend on x E [0, 11, and how is the limit in (1.1) calculated 
if it exists? 
A possible application of the above mathematical formulation is as 
follows [9]. An oil well drilling bit has a convex cutting tip which can pivot 
at high speed on the drive shaft of the drill. During operation the drill will 
hit and bounce off the substance being cut and recontact the surface at a 
different point on the tip. In order to design bits which are effectively more 
durable, one asks what the relative hitting frequency is for different parts of 
the bits surface and how the frequency distrtribution can be found if it exists. 
A straightforward numerical way to calculate the limit in (1,l) is suggested 
directly by the formula (1.1) itself. Surprisingly, however, computer round-off 
error can completely dominate the calculation and make the implementation 
impossible. In this paper we give a rigorous numerical procedure, based on 
the Rirkhoff and von Neumann ergodic theorems, which can be implemented 
on a computer with negligible round-off error problems. It shows how the 
original infinite-dimensional operator can be approximated by a finite- 
dimensional operator (even though the original operator is not compact). 
It gives, also, a solution to a published conjecture of Warn [g, p. 751 con- 
cerning a finite approximation for the Frobenius-I’erron operator (see 
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Section 2). In Section 2, we use a technique introduced by Lasota and 
Yorke [5] to provide the theoretical background for the numerical method. 
In Section 3, results of computer implementation of the method are described. 
2. MAIN THEOREM 
Let X = [0, 11 and T be a transformation from X into itself. The mapping 
T: X + X is not assumed to be one-to-one. For R C [0, l] write +A) for 
(x: T(X) E A}. We consider the average amount of time +(x) spends in a set 
S C [0, 11. The number of times m(x) is in S for y1 between 0 and N is 
i. Xs(T”(4) 
where xs is the characteristic function of S, (= 1 on S and = 0 off S). The 
‘&average time” spent in S may be defined to be 
N-l 
$2 (l/N> c Xs(T”(X)) 
?I=0 
when this limit exists. This limit is the special case of (1.1) where g F xs . 
we will say f iS a density Of x for 7 if 
N-l 
$2 (l/N c xs(+w> exists and equals sf(x) dx .r (2.1) TL=O 
for every measurable set S. Notice that 
s o1 f(x) dx = 1 
since x[o,l](T”(X)) = 1 for all k. Frequently f is “almost” independent of X; 
that is, f is the density of x for T for almost all X. The Birkhoff ergordic 
theorem [3, p. 181 gives a condition for f to be independent of x. First we 
recall some definitions. A measure ,u is an absolutely continuous measure if 
and only if there is an L,-functionf: x -+ [0, co) for which ,u(S) = Jsf(x) dx 
for every Lebesgue measurable set S C X. The density in (2.1) or the corre- 
sponding measure p(s) = Jsf(x) dx for any measurable set S C X is called 
invariant (under T) if ~(7-l(A)) = &A) for every measurable set A. The 
Birkhoff ergordic theorem permits f in (1.1) to be any bounded integrable 
function on [0, I]. It says that if there exists an invariant density and the 
density is unique, then the limit (1.1) exists for almost all x and in fact 
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for almost all x, that is, except for x in a set N with p(N) = 0. Therefore, 
if one can find the absolutely continuous invariant measure p for r, then the 
problem of finding the limit in (1.1) is transformed into computing JX g dpO 
To find the absolutely continuous invariant measure ,U for T, let g = xS tn 
(2.2) so that 
for almost every x in [O, l]. Hence, one might choose almost any x in [O, I 
and calculate the average time for iterations T”(X) to recur in S. But the 
following example shows that numerical round-off errors can completely 
dominate the calculation, making invalid the use of a computer in this 
approach. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. For a positive integer k, define 7 on [O, I] by T(X) = 2kx 
(mod I>. 
This is the simplest nontrivial example of ergodic theory. Here the Lebesgue 
measure is the only absolutely continuous invariant measure (Halmos 
63, p. 61). But for this 7, any x >, 2-” stored in a binary system of n bits will 
lead to TV = 0 for all m 3 n + k. Thus, any subset of [0, I] containing 8 
will. have measure 1 and others have measure 0. This obviously is not an 
absolutely continuous measure. 
This example’s difficulties are generated by the property of the number 2, 
but other general functions 7 give similar difficulties. The following approach 
is based on the von Neumann ergodic theorem. For this method round-off 
errors are not significant in practice. 
y CL,, )I ./I> the space of all integrable functions defined on the 
interval [O, 11. kebesgue measure on [0, l] will be denoted by nz. Let 
7: [O, l] +- [O, I] be a nonsingular measurable transformation, i.e., for any 
measurable subset of A with m(A) = 0, we have m(+(A)) = 0. Rechard [7] 
introduced the transformation P, of L, into itself defined by the formula 
This is known as the Frobenius-Perron operator and is defined when T is 
nonsingular. We study P, here because if there exists f~ L, with p7f = f 
then the measure p = jfdm is invariant under T. Thus, to calculate invariant 
measures for 7, we may calculate instead the fixed points of the Frobenius- 
Perron operator. More precisely, we need P7f = f almost everywhere (with 
respect to Lebesgue measure). From now on we will sometimes omit mention 
of such sets of Lebesgue measure 0. 
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A transformation T: [0, l] -+ R will be called piecewise C2, if there exists 
a partition 0 = b, < b, < *.* < b, = 1 of the unit interval such that for 
each integer k (k = l,..., p) the restriction r,, of 7 to the open interval 
(b,-, , bit) is a F-function which can be extended to the closed interval 
[b,-, , blc] as a P-function. T need not be continuous at the point b, . 
Let the unit interval [0, I] be divided into IZ equal subintervals iT1 ,I, ,..., 1, , 
with Ii = [aiel, ai] and m(1,) = I/n = I for i = I,..., n. Define Pij as the 
fraction of interval If which is mapped into interval & by 7, i.e., 
(2.3) 
Let A, be the n-dimensional linear subspace of L, which is the finite element 
space generated by {x~)~+, . . . ,m where xi denotes the characteristic function 
for the interval Ii . Define P,(T): A, -+ A, by 
(2.4) 
We shall often write P, for P,(T) when no clarification is needed. Ulam 
conjectured [8, p. 751 that the sequence of fixed points fn of P, should 
converge to a fixed point of P, as n + co when P, has a unique fixed point 
(up to linear independence). The following theorem gives a positive answer to 
this conjecture. 
THEOREM 1. Let T: [0, I] + [0, l] be a piecewise C2-function with 
M = inf [ 7’ 1 > 2. Suppose P, has a uniquefixedpoint. Then, for any positive 
integer n, P, has a fixed point f, in A, with j/ fm jl = 1 and {fn} converges to 
the-fixed point of P, . 
Remark. In Theorem 1 we suppose P, has a unique fixed point (up to 
linear independence) which is usually the case in practice. In [2], Li and Yorke 
give a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of this kind of fixed point. If 
the fixed point of P, is not unique, then the closure of the set of fixed points of 
P, is always a convex hull of a finite set. The proof of Theorem 1 actually 
shows, even if the fixed point of P, is not unique, that there exists a relatively 
compact set C of fixed points of P, such that d(fn , c) + 0 in L, . So, for 
large 72, every fn approximates an absolutely continuous invariant measure 
of 7. 
The following corollary shows that we can also obtain fixed points in- 
directly when 2 > M > 1. Notice 
P,; = (P$. 
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COROLLARY OF THEOREM 1. Assume M > 1. Suppose PT has a unique 
jixedpoint. Let k be an integer such that Mk > 2. Let q5 = G andf, be ajxed 
point of P,n(+). Let g, = (l/k) Cfzi P7ifn . Then ( g,] conoerges in L, to thhe 
Jixed point of P, . 
BrooJ Since P,i is continuous for all i, by Theorem 9: g, + g = 
(l/k) CfLt PTif in L, as n --f 00. Therefore: 
F7g = (I/k) i (P7)if = (l/k) i (PJif = g. 
i=l i=o 
Before proving Theorem 1, we prove a sequence of lemmas. The following 
lemma indicates P, is invariant on some compact subset of d, rj 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A,l = {~~=l aixi: ai >, 0 and ~~=, a5 = 11~ Theta Pn 
maps A,l to a subset of A.l. 
ProoJ Letf = ET=, aiXi . Then f E A,1 and 
P,f = P, i aixi = i ai(P,xi) = i 
c 1 i=l i=l j=l 
Rut, 
Hence, 
Therefore, P,~E A,l. I 
Since P,(A,l) C A,l is a compact convex set there exists, by the Brouwer 
fixed point theorem, a point g, E Am1 for which P, g, = g, . Let f, = ng, . 
Thenf, E A, and ilfn // = I for all IZ. To prove (JJ converges, we first show 
some relations between P, and P, by introducing the operator Qiz . 
DEFINITION 2.1. FOr j-EL,, and for every positke integer n we define 
en: L, - 42 bY 
LEMMA 2.2. For fE L,, the sequence QJconiuevges in L, to f as n ---z CO. 
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ProoJ: Since f E L, , for any E > 0 there exists a continuous function g 
such that 11 g -fij < 43. Since g is continuous in [0, I], g is uniformly 
continuous. We may choose N large enough such that for n > N, we have 
I &d - gW -c 43 for all x1 , x2 in Ii , i = I,..., n. It follows that, 
s,, l<Qnd(s) - &I ds = s,, ) WmVi>> s,. ds’> ds’ - .&I j ds 
z 
G 1% Wm(Ai>> (s,:l .ds’> - g(s)1 ds’) ds 
Ii I 
< m(lJ x E/2. 
Hence, 
It Qng - g II = jol I Qng - g I = & li / Qng - g I < 43. 
On the other hand, for f > 0 
Therefore, I/ Qn I/ = 1 and hence, 
II Qnf-fll < II Qnf- Qng II + II Qng - g/l + II g -fil 
< E/3 $ E/3 + E/3 = E. b 
The following lemma gives the key relation between P, and P, . 
LEMMA 2.3. Forf in A, we haue Pnf = Q,P,f. 
Proof We only need to show P,xi = Q,P,xi for 1 < i < n. Since 
(f’~xd(x) = (d/d4 s,~~~~, ) xi@> ds 
we have 
By direct application of Lemmas 2.2, and 2.3 we have the following. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Fo,f in A,, the sequence P,f converges to P, f in LI as n -+ CC = 
We now show the convergence of {fn). We will use the technique introduced 
by Easota and Yorke [5]. They indicated in their paper (see the following 
lemma) that the Frobenius-Perron operator P, under consideration has the 
property of occasionally “shrinking” the variation of the function. In 
Lemma 2.6 we show P, also has this property by first showing that the 
operator en always shrinks the variation of the function. 
DEFINITI~~P~ 2.2. For ff L, , we use V,y as well as v[a,blfto denote the 
variation off over the closed interval [a, b]. 
LEMMA 2.5 (Lasota-Yorke [5]). Let 0 = b, < b, < ... < b, = 1 be the 
partition of [0, 11 for which the restriction ‘j of T to the interval (bj-l , bj) is a 
G’2-function for every 1 < j < 4~ Let *j = Til, Cj(X) = j &‘(x>i, h = 
minI(jsl, (dj - djtj-& and k = max j oj’ i/min(gJ. Suppose ‘1 T’ 11 > 2. Then, 
for SE LI 
Vo1P7f < m lif II + PVOY 
where a: = M + h-1 and /3 = 2(inf j T’ I)-’ < 1. 
LEMMA 2.6. Iff E L1 , VolQnf ,( V,,lf. 
Proof. Let ci = (l/l) JIi f then 
VolQnf = Vo 
For every 1 < i < n, there exist mi and Mi in [aiMI, ai] such that 
For simplicity we assume mi < Mi for all i, the other cases being almost 
identical. There are two cases to consider, first 
and second, the same equation with the inequality reversed, For case Z 
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While for case 2, 
Hence, in either case, we have 
VctQnf G Et1 (I fh) - fGWl + I f@fJ - f(mi+,>l + I f(mi+d -fWi+,)l) 
e v$f. I 
LEMMA 2.7. The sequence (Volfn} is bounded. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, fn = P,& = Q,P,fn for all n, hence by 
Lemma 2.6, 
Volh = V,lQnPJn G V,‘P,f, 
< (K + h-9 + BV,lfn (by Lemma 2.5). 
Since Vzf% < CO, we have V$fn < (K + h-3/(1 - /I). i 
Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from Lemma 2.7 and Helly’s theorem [6], 
that the set C = (fn: n = 1,2,...} is relatively compact. Let {fn,> be any 
convergent subsequence of C and let f = limi+m fn, . Then 
Ilf - PTf II G Ilf -fn, II + llfn, - Q&f& II 
+ /I Qn,Rfn, - Qn$',f II + II QnJ'Tf- P7fll. 
Taking into account that fni is a fixed point of P,(, Lemma 2.2 implies 
that the right-hand side of above inequality tends to zero when yli tends 
to infinity. Hence, f = P7J Therefore, any convergent subsequence of C 
converges to a fixed point of P, . By assumption, P, has a unique fixed point, 
hence, lim,,, fn = j? 1 
3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
Consider the simple transformation of the form: 
T(X) = 2x o<x<+ 
T(X) = (2 - a) + (a - 1)X $<x<l 
where 0 < a < 5. In [8, p. 751 Ulam pointed out that it was not known 
even in this simple case whether the corresponding Frobenius-Perron 
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operator has an invariant function. Existence was established in [5f. In this 
section, we discuss the computational results for this example usmg the 
method we introduced in Section 2. Then we compare them with the results 
using the iterative approach for trying to find the invariant measures. 
As jn Section 2, we divide [0, 11 into n equal subintervals Ii = [ai-1 , ai] 
andm(l~) = r/n = Zfori = I,..., IZ and define Pij and P, as in (2.3) and (2.4). 
We may denote Pn by the matrix rn = (P,J. 
Remark. From (2.3) and (2.4), the matrix riT, has the following properties: 
P,j > 0 for all 1 < i,j < ~1. (3.1) 
The sum of each row is equal to 1. (3.2) 
Matrices satisfying (3.1) and (3.2) are known as stochastic matrices [I, 4). 
There exist several ways to calculate the fixed points of stochastic matrices. 
The most efficient one is to use quadratic programming to minimize 
/ xar, - x I2 with the constraints 
Other methods are also rather fast for cases we investigated, usually n < 30. 
For a = $ and IZ even the computation result indicates that the fixe 
pointsf- of P, with ilfn 11 = 1 equal to f when N > 4 where 
f(x) = 0, for 0 < x < * 
= 1, for t < x < & 
= 1.5, for +<x<I. 
It is easily verified that, indeed, P,f = J So,fis not only a fixed point of P, 
with n > 4 but also of P, and the method gives exact results in this case. 
In addition to the convergence difficulties described in Section 2, the 
straightforward iteration method using (2.2) converges at best slowly. 
We compare the iteration method using 10,000 iterates for a = $. We choose 
10,000 iterations because it takes about the same execution time (about 
1 second on the Univac 1106) as the above computation for w = 20. For the 
invariant measure, the intervals (.25, .30), (.30, .35),..., (.45, ,SO) all have 
measure -050. But using 10,000 iterations we get one estimate as high as .058 
and one estimate as low as .044. We may use a heuristic estimate to explain 
the slow convergence. Suppose the measure of an interval J is p using th.e 
invariant measure. Heuristically we now consider a sequence X% of inde- 
pendent random points each of whose probability for lying in J is p. The 
expected number of x, ) n = 1 ,..., N, lying in J is Np and the standard 
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deviation is (~(1 - p)N)ll”. If we want the standard deviation to be less than 
1% of Np then 
(~(1 - p)N)““/Np = .01 
and N = 104(1 - p)p. For p = .050, N N 200,000. Hence for an estimate 
for p to be likely to be between .99p and 1.01~ we must use about 200,000 
iterates. 
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